A Farm
Sight Word A Word Book

Book comes in 2 formats

• B & W for children
• Color teachers copy

Print first 2 sheets back to back. Fold in $\frac{1}{2}$.

Print up last 2 pages back to back. Fold in $\frac{1}{2}$
and place inside the cover.

Staple if desired. (You will need a longer stapler in
order to do this. Can be purchased at Office Max or
other office supply store).
B & W child’s copy
I see a sheep.

A Farm

The Sight Word a Book
I see a horse.  I see a farmer.
I see a pig.

I see a cow.
I see a goat.  I see a chicken.
Color teacher’s copy
I see a sheep.
I see a horse. I see a farmer.
I see a pig.

I see a cow.
I see a goat.  I see a chicken.